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Shonen Jump, a Japanese weekly magazine that publishes many classics such as Jodi Instruments, Samurai X, Yuyu Hakusho, Dragon Ball, naruto, and more, has recently turned 50, but has expanded to video games with Spike Chunsoft, who developed the game in the J-Stars Victory VS series. The game-shaped party goes by the
name of Jump Force. However, the celebration seems to fall far short of what was expected... Don't take this in the wrong way, the celebration guests were great - but if you could have invited a few other dolls, we'd try to balance the amount of delegates into the franchise, but we'll discuss it later. The problem was (almost) everything else.
Guests: The list of characters from OK Jump Force is really very good, personally I think i lack a little more dare and balance the number of representatives of each franchise mainly. The complaint is that there are more cartoon X dolls than y that can annoy some fans of a particular series. A bold example is yami Yugi, which is visually
and technically interesting because the protagonist uses a life-size scan version to fight for him. The same goes for Jojo's bizarre adventure character, who uses a stand in a special motion. But the news kind ends there. (Photo: Jessica Pinairo/Canaltech) There are a total of 43 playable characters, 40 of which are from the famous
Shonen Jump publications, one from the player's original, and two unpublished characters. In the future there are plans to add nine more to the guest list via THE DLC, and other familiar faces also offer faces, but cannot control them - for example, as in the case of Rheuk and Wright Yagami in death notes. The sum of equations, after all,
in this regard, gives the impression that Jump Force can offer much more than it is in hand, as the cast of dolls can seem satisfying and interesting. Perhaps the characters promised through the DLC will reduce that feeling a little, but you will need to wait months for that to happen. Joke: It's... Hitching a ride on the characters and
previously cited combat mechanics (Photo: Jessica Pinairo/Canaltech), it's worth mentioning that the gameplay truly shows its strength - an unintended pun. Still, the game is simple and practical in terms of gameplay, which is very easy to assimilate, but the positive thing is to stop there. There's nothing revolutionary in battle: the blow
boils down Weak and strong attacks, defensive buttons, jumps and grabs. The top control of the control activates dashes and dodges (if pressed in a timely manner), and special skills are triggered by combining the top trigger with one of the four action buttons. It also has the ability to take significant damage and activate it with analog
ones. There is no complicated strategy to master (photo: Jessica Pinairo/Canaltech): Everything is very simple and very good to learn fast, but especially for the competitive segment of fighting games, it's also somewhat bad, because the game makes it a little less attractive; And control some known beloved characters, in some cases
limiting them to just a good game that can draw drawbacks with friends. Decoration: Hmm... And on the one hand, if gameplay provides a fun experience, jump power graphics can be the most important point. The simple idea of bringing cartoon characters into the real world sounds somewhat strange but aesthetic, and it is beautiful to try
to simulate a sense of (strange) realism by admiring the fabric of the clothes of extreme characters. Nevertheless, the doll's expression remains in its original characteristics, and it's only a confusing feeling in the chest when it's carried in 3D and transformed into a realistic character. However, the graphic aesthetic sits within it, as in the
case of Yuyu Hakushawa Seiya's Urameshi Yusuke and zodiac knights. It doesn't work well for others like Koku, Vegeta, Trunk, Dragon Ball Full, or Hunter X Hunter Doll. The player's original creation (the kind of avatar trying to increase immersion) also seems functional, but the move is at least bizarre and considers the game trying to
force the idea of realism, and the lack of attention to these details exacerbates the sum of factors. (Photo by Jessica Pinairo/Canetech) Nevertheless, the animation of special skills, especially the scenarios for fights, is so beautiful that it helps more from the visual conflicts presented by the game. Finally, the soundtrack doesn't make much
of an impression other than repeating it. While I was playing, I could not know the known theme included in the orchestration track of the composition; It's a shame. For example, it would be much more interesting to confront or control the sound of Seiya and The Bandwagon in Pegasus Fantasy. Is it the 50th anniversary of the Shonen
Jump? The simple fact that the magazine's commemorative event is a pretty good reason. But Jump Force is trying to stimulate the interest of the player with a very weak conspiracy - even boring, I'd like to say. The game starts. Koku and Friza are fighting in new York under Naruto and Rupee in one piece. The crash sounds epic, but it
has very anticlimactic results. (Photo: Jessica Pinairo/Canaltech) and among all this, players need to develop their own avatars. This work involves naming and customizing the shape of the doll. As soon as the game is created, explain that the character is attacked by the game's general rogue, but the hidden power awakens him before
he is captured by their power. The original dolls eventually came together to end the threat of Venoms, recruited to jump power with Goku, Naruto and Rupee, and now all the world of Shonen jumps has emerged and come to coexist in the world. It is a very basic story, and its unfolding does not stimulate any thought at all. (Photo: Jessica
Pinairo/Canaltech) Despite keeping the Japanese dubbing and having subtitles in Portuguese-Brazilian (localization work is very friendly and satisfying), the feeling remaining is that you don't have to put together so many iconic dolls, wander around the base and develop too many reasons to be sent on missions during the cliché and
dragging plot spun. The beating was enough. The game also does not have the same menu as other fighting games. Instead, the player must navigate the kind of hub straining and roaming throughout the day for the original characters (and all the dolls recruited by jumping power). In this environment, you can choose your main mission,
training mission or tutorial mission when chatting with the NPC. In addition to fighting online or offline. (Photo: Jessica Pinairo/Canaltech) In this regard, the game is very similar to the Dragon Ball Genobus, just less fun. And speaking of fun, another factor that definitely kills you is definitely loading. The load is constant and timeconsuming. You don't even have to tell me how annoying it is, you? After all, the equation is the same: jump force is a heater of good ideas not running properly; A celebration of the plan is messed up. And despite the many problems, the celebration finally happened, but no one seems to have left the party happily. Too bad, really
shameful. Jump Force is available on PCs, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. At Canaltech, the game was reviewed on PS4 with a copy courtesy of Bandai Namco. Did you like the story? Join Canaltech for the latest news and daily updates from the tech world. Yuyu Hakusho Hiei joins the fight! This pack includes the corresponding avatar
costume part and the playable character Hiei along with his moving set. What: Playable Character Hyei Avatar Costume Special Action J-Skill Mission Murum in Hunter× Hunter Fight! This pack includes the avatar costume part and the playable character Meruem along with his moving set. Contains: Play character Meruem Avatar
costume special moves J-tech mission Shoto Dodoroki join the fight in my hero academia! This pack includes the avatar costume part and his moving set, along with the playable character Shoto Dodoroki. Contains: Play character Shoto Dodoroki Avatar Costume Special Moves J-Skill Mission Character Pass 2 included: 5 additional
character packs to complete the dream team of cartoon heroes! Access 4 days early to play with that character in front of everyone else. Each character pack comes with a series of costume elements with the ability to customize your avatar. Trafalgar Law in one piece joins the fight! This pack includes the avatar costume part and his
moving set, along with the playable character Trafalgar Law. Contains: - Play Character Trafalgar Law - Avatar Costumes - Special Moves - J-Skills - Join the mission figure Yegerzakes fight in bleach! This pack includes the avatar costume parts and his moving set, along with the playable character Grimhou Yegerzakes. Content: Playable character Grimzo Jaegerjakes - Avatar Costume - Special Moves - J-Skill - Naruto's Madara Uchiha Mission joins the fight! This pack includes the avatar costume part and the character Madara Uchiha, who can play with his moving set. Contains: - Play character Madara Uchiha - Avatar Costume - Special Moves - J-Skills Mission Toshiro Hitsugaya joins the fight! This pack includes playable character Toshiro Hitzaya and his avatar costume parts and his moving set. Contains: - Playing character Hitsugaya Toshiro - Avatar Costumes - Special Moves - J-Tech - My Hero Joined the Fight by Katsuki Bakugo on a mission in academia! This pack includes the
avatar costume part and the playable character Katsuki Bakugo along with his moving set. Content: - Playable Character Katsuki Bakugo - Avatar Costume - Special Move -J-Skill -Mission Margin Boo (Good) Joins the Dragon Ball Fight! This pack includes the playable character Majin Buu (Good) along with its avatar costume parts and
his moving set. Contains: - Playable character Majin Buu (good) - Avatar Costumes - Special Moves - J-Tech - Join all the power fights from my hero academia! This pack includes the avatar costume parts and his moving set, along with the playable character All Mighty. Hunter x Hunter's Biscuit Kruger joins the fight! This pack includes
the corresponding avatar costume parts and the playable character Biscuit Kruger along with her moving set. Eto Kaiba of Ogio! Join the fight! This pack includes the avatar costume parts and his moving set, along with the playable character Seto Kaiba. Character paths include: 9 Initial access to all other characters played with that
character 4 days each character also comes with a set of costume elements with the ability to customize their avatar avatars
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